Surface Ship Modernization Program Office (PMS 407) is responsible for:

- Modernization Policy
- Advanced Planning and Execution
- Duration Analysis
- Third Party Planning
- Integration of new technologies
- Planning yard functions for surface ship modernization availabilities

Provides critical warfighting improvements to the Fleet and enable U.S. Navy platforms to achieve their mission relevant service life.
Amphibious Modernization Efforts

USS Makin Island (LHD 8)
In Progress

USS Anchorage (LPD 23)
In Progress

USS John P. Murtha (LPD 26)
Scheduled FY20

USS Harpers Ferry (LSD 49)
Scheduled FY20
CRUDES Modernization Efforts

USS Bulkeley (DDG 84) In Progress

USS Shoup (DDG 86) In Progress

USS Cowpens (CG 63) In Progress

USS Chosin (CG 65) In Progress
Future Efforts

Future program office efforts will include…

• DDG modernization
• LPD mid-life modernization
• Planning Yard for LHD/A
QUESTIONS